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Simulation results for additional early discharge scenarios
In this section, we study the impact of early discharge on ED-GW patient's waiting time performance using a more comprehensive set of discharge distributions. In Section 1.1, we introduce the hypothetical discharge distributions that will be tested. Then in Section 1.2, we show simulation results from scenarios that use these discharge distributions. In Section 1.3, we study a scenario that uses the Period 2 early discharge distribution and includes a capacity increase at the same time. We compare the simulation output from this scenario with the empirical performance in Period 2. In Section 1.4, we demonstrate with an example that the Period 2 early discharge policy could have more significant benefits in reducing ED-GW patient's waiting time in other hospital settings.
Hypothetical discharge distributions
In our simulation experiments, we test a midnight discharge distribution and three other groups of early discharge distributions. The midnight discharge distribution simply assumes that all discharges occur at 0am each day, while the three other groups of discharge distributions are constructed as follows:
• Group (a) keeps the second discharge peak in the Period 2 discharge distribution unchanged, shifts the first discharge peak earlier by 1, 2, and 3 hours, and retains 26% discharge before noon;
• Group (b) uses a two-peak discharge distribution similar to the one in Period 2, but assumes 75% discharge before noon; the timing of the first peak is 9-10am, 10-11am, or 11am to noon;
• Group (c) shifts the entire Period 1 discharge distribution earlier by 1, 2, and 3 hours.
Figure 1 plots these three groups of discharge distributions. Note that the discharge distribution used in the Period 3 policy belongs to group (a) with the first discharge peak occurring between 8 and 9am. We differentiate the distributions within each of the three groups by their peak time, where the peak time for groups (a) and (b) refer to the time of the first discharge peak. We use the midnight discharge distribution to test the maximum benefits that an early discharge policy might bring in reducing ED-GW patient's waiting time. We use groups (a) and (b) to test the impact of discharge timing and the proportion of discharge before noon on waiting time performance. Group (c) is motivated by the discharge scenarios tested in [6] .
In our experiments, both the time-varying and the constant-mean allocation delay models are tested, combined with different discharge distributions as described above.
Selected simulation results

Simultaneous improvement is needed to flatten the waiting time curves
To achieve an approximately flattened waiting time performance, the hypothetical Period 3 policy proposed in Section 6.2 of the main paper [2] requires improvement in both the discharge timing and allocation delays. Here, we demonstrate that this simultaneous improvement is necessary. To show our results, we consider two scenarios. The first scenario uses the Period 2 discharge distribution and the constant-mean allocation delay model. The second scenario uses the same discharge distribution in the Period 3 policy and the time-varying allocation delay model. Each of these two scenarios differs from the Period 3 policy scenario only in one factor: either the discharge distribution or the allocation delay model. Figure 2 plots the hourly waiting time statistics under these two scenarios. We see that in both scenarios, the average waiting time curve is not approximately flattened, i.e., the average waiting time for patients requesting beds between 7am and 11am is still about 1-2 hours longer than the daily average. The hourly 6-hour service level, though, appears to be more time-stable than the average waiting time for each scenario, especially considering the peak value is 30% in the baseline scenario.
Simulation experiments with other early discharge distributions that we have tested also confirm the need for simultaneous improvement in allocation delays and discharge timing to achieve timestable waiting time performance. 
Impact of the discharge timing
Figures 3 to 6 show the hourly waiting time statistics under different early discharge distributions. In each scenario, the combination of an early discharge distribution and the constant-mean allocation delay model is used; all other settings remain the same as in the baseline scenario. We observe the following from the figures. First, in the National University Hospital (NUH) setting, the combination of early discharge and stabilized allocation delays can flatten the hourly waiting time performance, but has limited impact on the daily average waiting time and overflow proportions. This is true even if every patient can be discharged as early as midnight as shown in Figure 6 . Indeed, in this case the daily average waiting time can only be reduced by 24 minutes from the baseline scenario, and the overflow proportion shows a less than 3% absolute reduction from the baseline scenario.
Second, the proportion of patients discharged before noon affects the waiting time performance. Generally speaking, the waiting time is shorter if more patients are discharged before noon. Moreover, we find that the timing of the first peak is important in flattening the waiting time performance. For example, if the hospital retains the first discharge peak time to occur between 11am and noon as in the Period 2 policy, even pushing 75% of the patients to be discharged before noon and stabilizing the allocation delays cannot flatten the waiting time performance.
Third, we observe that the waiting time performance under the 9-10am discharge peak scenario in group (a) is close to the performance under the 10-11am discharge peak scenario in group (b). Recall that the distributions in group (a) are based on what NUH has achieved in practice since 2010, but shift the first discharge peak to earlier time of the day. This observation indicates that if pushing 75% of the patients to be discharged before noon is too difficult, NUH (and other hospitals alike) can achieve similar waiting time performance by discharging the 26% of patients who are able to leave in the morning as early as possible.
Comparing with Period 2 empirical statistics
In the introduction section of the main paper, we have discussed the changing operating environment from Period 1 to Period 2 at NUH. In Period 2, not only was the early discharge policy implemented, many other factors were also changed from Period 1. These factors include the arrival rates, the average length of stay (LOS), and the bed capacity. As a result, the bed occupancy rate (BOR) showed a 2.7% absolute reduction from Period 1 to Period 2, and the daily utilization showed a 1.7% absolute reduction. (Note that BOR and daily utilization are two slightly different concepts and are calculated in different ways; see Section 3.3 in the Companion paper [3] .)
To compare with the empirical performance in Period 2, we simulate a scenario in which (i) the Period 2 discharge distribution is used, and (ii) the bed capacity is increased from the baseline scenario, producing a similar reduction in the BOR and daily utilization as we observed empirically in Period 2. Other settings remain the same as in the baseline scenario. Note that this new scenario is different from the Period 2 policy scenario we introduced in Section 6.1 of the main paper, since the Period 2 policy does not include an increase in bed capacity. Figure 7 shows the simulation estimates of hourly waiting time statistics from the new scenario (Period 2 discharge + increasing capacity) and the empirical waiting time statistics in Period 2. For reference, we also plot the simulation estimates from the Period 2 policy scenario. From the figure, we can see that the hourly waiting time curves from the new scenario and the Period 2 policy scenario are close to the Period 2 empirical waiting time curves. In particular, the curves from the new scenario can better reproduce the empirical curves between 9pm and 6am (next day) than those from the Period 2 policy scenario.
Moreover, from Figure 1 in the main paper, we can see that the empirical hourly waiting time statistics, especially the 6-hour service level, show a reduction between 9pm and 6am in Period 2. This reduction does not appear in the simulated waiting time statistics when we change from the baseline scenario to the Period 2 policy scenario (see Figure 16 in the main paper). However, if we compare the new scenario to the baseline scenario, we observe a similar reduction in the simulated waiting time statistics between 9pm and 6am. The reason is that the new scenario includes a capacity increase, which leads to a reduction in the waiting time for patients arriving in midnight and early morning. This is also why the new scenario can better reproduce the empirical performance in Period 2, since the actual utilization in Period 2 was indeed reduced. Readers are also referred to Section 6.5 of the main paper for our discussion on how capacity increases impact waiting time statistics.
Through the observations in this section, we again see the capability of our proposed model in capturing the time-varying hourly waiting time performance and predicting the impact of various factors on the waiting time performance.
Period 2 policy could show more significant impact in other settings
In Section 7 of the main paper, we have mentioned two issues that readers should be aware of when interpreting our findings in Section 6. In particular, we want to point out here that, although the Period 2 early discharge policy shows limited impact on the waiting time statistics when compared to our baseline scenario, it does not imply this early discharge policy is not beneficial in other hospital settings. Indeed, even in Period 1, NUH manages discharge planning in a more efficient way than many hospitals around the world. If NUH were not discharging patients so efficiently in Period 1 (i.e., if the baseline scenario were different), we would find that implementing a Period 2 policy could bring more significant improvements to waiting time performance. We show an example below.
Armony et al [1] report that the discharge distribution in an Israeli hospital has a peak discharge time between 4pm and 5pm, which is two hours later than the peak discharge time in Period 1 at NUH. We now evaluate the impact of the Period 2 policy in comparison with an Israeli discharge scenario, which uses a discharge distribution similar to the one at this Israeli hospital and keeps all other settings the same as in the baseline. Figure 8 plots the hourly waiting time curves under the Israeli discharge scenario and the Period 2 policy scenario. We observe a significant improvement of waiting time statistics after implementing the Period 2 early discharge policy, even though the waiting time curves are not flattened. The daily 6-hour service level reduces from 9.26% in the Israeli discharge scenario to 5.50% in the Period 2 policy scenario (with the hourly peak value reducing from 44% to 23%). The daily average waiting time also reduces from 3.08 to 2.73 hours.
The above example indicates that implementing the Period 2 early discharge policy can be very helpful to improve waiting time performance in certain settings, especially if the hospital's current discharge timing is late. Thus, other hospitals can learn from NUH's experience in implementing the Period 2 discharge policy. The Companion paper [3] documents the details on the implementation of the Period 2 discharge policy.
2 Sensitivity analysis of different modeling settings Sections 6.1 to 6.3 of the main paper evaluate the impact of five operations policies on waiting time performance and overflow proportions. These five policies are a Period 2 policy; a Period 3 policy; increasing bed capacity by 10%; reducing LOS by controlling the maximum stay being 14 days; and reducing the mean pre-and post-allocation delays by 30 minutes each.
To examine the robustness of the insights we have gained in Section 6 of the main paper, we test these five policies under different model settings for sensitivity analysis. These settings include using alternative arrival models (Section 2.1), changing the priority among ICU-GW, SDA and ED-GW patients (Section 2.2), using different distributions for the allocation delays (Section 2.3), and choosing different values for the normal allocation probability p(t) (Section 2.4). 
Sensitivity analysis of the arrival models
Recall that in the baseline scenario we use a time-nonhomogeneous Poisson process to model the arrivals of ED-GW patients, and non-Poisson processes to model the arrivals of other patients. (See description of the baseline setting in Sections 4.1 of the main paper [2] .) Here, we perform sensitivity analysis on the choice of the arrival process models to study its impact on the hourly waiting time performance of ED-GW patients.
We test two alternative settings for the arrival processes. In the first setting, we assume the arrival processes from the four admission sources are all time-nonhomogeneous Poisson with periods of one day. The arrival rates are plotted in Figure 7 of the main paper. In the second setting, we test a modified arrival process model for ICU-GW and SDA patients based on the one proposed in Section 4.1.2 of the main paper (the arrival processes for ED-GW and EL patients remain the same as in the baseline scenario). For the modified arrival process, after we generate the A j k arrivals to arrive on day k from source j, we randomly assign the first arrival to a specific time of the day according to the empirical distribution of the first bed-request time. Then we assign the arrival times of the remaining A j k − 1 arrivals sequentially, 10 minutes later than the previous one. This modified arrival model is to capture a batching phenomenon we have observed from the bed-request times of ICU-GW and SDA patients, i.e., the inter-bed-request time is only about 10-20 minutes for most bed-requests on the same day. See additional empirical analysis in Section 6 of the Companion paper [3] .
We call the scenario using the first alternative arrival setting (all non-homogeneous Poisson) the revised-baseline-arrival1 scenario. Similarly, we call the scenario using the second alternative arrival setting (batch model for ICU-GW and SDA patients) the revised-baseline-arrival2 scenario. Figure 9 compares the waiting time performance under the baseline scenario, the revised-baselinearrival1 scenario, and the revised-baseline-arrival2 scenario. From the figure we can see that the waiting time performance is not sensitive to the choice of arrival models, and in particular the performance under the revised-baseline-arrival2 scenario is almost identical to that in the baseline scenario.
Next, we evaluate the five policies in comparison to the corresponding revised baseline scenario. In all scenarios, the arrival models are the same, i.e., we assume a non-homogeneous Poisson process for each admission source. For Policy (ii) to (iv), the constant-mean allocation delay model is used.
For example, to evaluate the impact of the Period 2 policy, we compare the scenario using the Period 2 discharge distribution and the first alternative arrival setting with the revised-Baselinearrival1 scenario. All other settings not specified here remain the same as in the baseline. Figures 10 and 11 plot the hourly waiting time performance for these scenarios. Note that the performance curves under the reduced LOS scenario are almost identical to those under the increased bed capacity scenario, and we do not plot them in the figures. In each figure, the choice of the arrival model is fixed.
From these figures, we can reach the following conclusions. First, the early discharge policy, implemented at the level that NUH achieved in Period 2, has limited impact on reducing or flattening the waiting time statistics for ED-GW patients. Second, the hypothetical Period 3 policy can stabilize the hourly waiting time curves but has limited impact on the daily waiting time statistics. Third, increasing capacity, reducing LOS, or reducing mean allocation delays can reduce the daily waiting time statistics and overflow proportions, but these policies alone do not necessarily stabilize the hourly waiting time performance. In other words, the insights we gained in Section 6 of [2] are not sensitive to the choice of arrival models we have tested.
Sensitivity analysis of the patient priority
In the baseline simulation setting, EL patients have the highest priority, ED-GW patients the second, and ICU-GW and SDA patients have the lowest priority. We experiment with two alternative settings for patient priority. The first setting assigns ICU-GW and SDA patients a higher priority than ED-GW patients while keeping the highest priority for EL patients. The second setting assigns the highest priority to ICU-GW and SDA patients, followed by EL patients, and ED-GW patients have the lowest priority. We call the scenario using the first alternative priority setting the revised-baselinepriority1 scenario. Similarly, we call the scenario using the second alternative priority setting the revised-baseline-priority2 scenario. Figure 12 compares the waiting time performance for ED-GW patients under the baseline scenario, the revised-baseline-priority1 scenario, and the revised-baseline-priority2 scenario. From the figure, we can see that the hourly waiting time curves under the two scenarios with alternative In all scenarios, the arrival models are the same, i.e., we assume a batch arrival model for ICU-GW and SDA patients. For Policy (ii) to (iv), the constant-mean allocation delay model is used. priority settings are almost identical, and they are higher than the corresponding curves from the baseline scenario. This is expected since ED-GW patients have the lowest priority in the two alternative settings, and they have to wait longer than in the baseline scenario.
We evaluate the five policies in comparison to the corresponding revised baseline scenario. Figures 13 and 14 plot the hourly waiting time performance for these scenarios. Similar to the previous section, we do not plot the performance curves under the reduced LOS scenario since they are almost identical to those under the increased bed capacity scenario. In each figure, the priority setting is fixed.
From these figures, we can see that the insights gained in Section 6 of the main paper [2] are not sensitive to the patient priority settings that we have tested. Also note that under Period 3 policy, the hourly waiting time curves in Figures 13 and 14 are not as flattened as in the baseline, though the flattening effect is still significant. This is because ICU-GW and SDA patients, who request beds mostly in the morning, now have higher priority than ED-GW patients in the revised-baselinepriority1 and revised-baseline-priority2 scenarios. As a result, the morning congestion for ED-GW patients is more severe than in the baseline. To eliminate the excessively long waiting times for morning ED-GW bed-requests, an early discharge policy even more aggressive than Period 3 policy needs to be implemented.
Sensitivity analysis of the allocation delay distributions
In the baseline setting, the pre-and post-allocation delays follow log-normal distributions with time-dependent means and coefficients of variation (CVs). For sensitivity analysis, we test two other distributions for the pre-and post-allocation delays: exponential and normal distributions. We assume the means (and the CVs for normal distributions) are still time-dependent, following the dashed lines with plus sign in Figure 10 of the main paper [2] . We call the scenario using the exponential allocation delay assumption the revised-baseline-exponential scenario. Similarly, we call the scenario using the normal allocation delay assumption the revised-baseline-normal scenario. Figure 15 compares the waiting time performance for ED-GW patients under the baseline scenario, the revised-baseline-exponential scenario, and the revised-baseline-normal scenario. From the figures we can see that the performance measures are not very sensitive to the allocation delay distributions. In fact, the hourly average waiting time curves under the three scenarios are almost identical. This is because the average waiting time is affected by the mean allocation delays, while these mean values remain the same in all three scenarios. The differences in the allocation delay distributions are reflected through the 6-hour service level, which captures the tail distribution of the waiting times. Recall that the CV of an exponential distribution is 1, which is higher than the empirical CVs observed in Figure 10 of the main paper. Figure 15b is consistent with the common belief that higher variability contributes to longer waiting times.
We evaluate the five policies in comparison to the corresponding revised baseline scenario. Figures 16 and 17 plot the hourly waiting time performance for these scenarios. We do not plot the performance curves under the reduced LOS scenario since they are almost identical to those under the increased bed capacity scenario. In each figure, the allocation delay distributions are fixed.
Not surprisingly, the insights gained in Section 6 of the main paper are robust with respect to the tested allocation delay distributions, since the waiting time performance is not sensitive to the tested distributions.
Sensitivity analysis of the normal allocation probability p(t)
In the baseline scenario, the normal allocation probability, p(t) follows a step function with respect to t (see Equation (2) in Section 4.6.2 of the main paper [2] ). In this section, we perform sensitivity analysis on the value of p(t) to study its impact on the hourly waiting time performance. We adopt three constant functions and assume p(t) = 0, 0.5, or 1 for all t. Here, p(t) = 0 and p(t) = 1 serve as the lower bound and upper bound for all possible choices of p(t), respectively, while p(t) = 0.5 is in between. Figure 18 plots the hourly waiting time statistics under the baseline scenario and three new scenarios, which have the same settings as the baseline except for the values of p(t). We call the three new scenarios the revised-baseline-p(t)-j scenario for p(t) = j (j = 0, 0.5, 1).
From Figure 18 we can see that the waiting time is longer when the value of p(t) is larger, i.e., when normal-allocation mode is more frequently used than forward-allocation mode. This is because in the normal-allocation mode, the pre-allocation delay starts only after a bed becomes available, : Hourly waiting time statistics under the revised-baseline-exponential scenario and scenarios with (i) Period 2 policy, (ii) Period 3 policy, (iii) 10% bed capacity increase, and (iv) reduce mean allocation delays. In all scenarios, the allocation delays follow exponential distributions. For Policy (ii) to (iv), the constant-mean allocation delay model is used. which is later than or the same as the bed-request time; in contrast, the pre-allocation delay always starts at the bed-request time in the forward-allocation mode. As a result, the entire waiting time for a patient in the normal-allocation mode is longer than or equal to that in the forward-allocation mode on a given sample path. Moreover, note that the value of p(t) seems to have a local effect on the hourly waiting time performance. The waiting time curve for the baseline scenario coincides with one of the other three waiting time curves during certain intervals when the values of p(t) are the same. For example, the baseline curve overlaps with the curve from the p(t) = 0 scenario between 0 and 6am since we set p(t) = 0 during that interval in the baseline scenario.
We evaluate the five policies in comparison to the corresponding revised baseline scenario. Figures 19 through 21 plot the hourly waiting time performance for these scenarios. We do not plot the performance curves under the reduced LOS scenario since they are almost identical to those under the increased bed capacity scenario. In each figure, the choice of p(t) is fixed. Again, we can see that the insights gained in Section 6 of the main paper are not sensitive to the tested values of p(t). 3 Sensitivity analysis of system load In Section 6.3 of the main paper, we find that the modeled hospital queueing system is not heavily loaded in the NUH setting. The 2-3 hours average waiting time at NUH mainly comes from secondary bottlenecks such as nurse shortages rather than bed unavailability. In this section, to examine the robustness of our gained insights in a more heavily utilized setting, we increase the system load. In Section 3.1, we increase the daily arrival rate of ED-GW patients and evaluate the five operational policies that are tested in Section 2. Under the increased arrival rate setting, we find that the Period 3 policy can have a great impact on the daily waiting time statistics because of its side effect in reducing LOS, while this side effect is caused by the different LOS distributions between patients admitted before noon (AM) and after noon (PM). Thus, to separate the impact of discharge timing from the impact of reducing LOS, we eliminate the difference between the LOS distributions and re-evaluate the five policies under a similar heavily-loaded environment in Section 3.2. Finally, in Section 3.3 we summarize several conditions under which the early discharge policy can significantly impact the daily waiting time performance.
Impact of the five policies under the increased arrival rate setting
We increase the daily arrival rate of ED-GW patients by 7% from the baseline setting, similar to the increase from Period 1 to Period 2 we empirically observed. When all other settings remain the same as in the baseline, simulation shows the utilization under the increased arrival scenario becomes 93%, and the daily average waiting time and 6-hour service level become 4.37 hours and 18.60%, respectively. In other words, we create a more capacity-constrained scenario than the baseline scenario, and we call this new scenario the revised-baseline-increase-arrival scenario. Figure 22 compares the hourly waiting time curves between the new scenario and the baseline scenario. The curves from the new scenario have similar shapes as the curves from the baseline scenario, but are higher than the latter because of the increased system load.
We evaluate the impact of the five policies under the increased arrival rate setting and compare them with the revised-baseline-increase-arrival scenario. Figures 23 plots the hourly waiting time performance for these scenarios. Note that the performance curves under the reduced LOS scenario are almost identical to those under the increased bed capacity scenario, and we do not plot them in the figures.
From these figures, we can see that most conclusions we get in Section 6 of the main paper [2] still hold. First, the Period 2 early discharge policy has limited impact on reducing or flattening the waiting time statistics for ED-GW patients. Second, increasing capacity, reducing LOS, or reducing mean allocation delays can reduce the daily waiting time statistics and overflow proportions, but these policies alone cannot stabilize the hourly waiting time performance. In particular, comparing to the revised-baseline-increase-arrival scenario, increasing 10% bed capacity here reduces the daily average waiting time from 4.37 hours to 2.49 hours and the 6-hour service level from 18.60% to 2.82%, a much more significant impact on reducing the daily waiting time statistics than what we observed under the original NUH setting. This is expected because increasing capacity can greatly reduce system congestion and patient waiting time in a capacity-constrained setting, but has smaller impact if the system is not heavily loaded.
An exception is that the hypothetical Period 3 policy now not only stabilizes the hourly waiting time, but also has significant impact on the daily waiting time statistics. The daily average waiting time is reduced from 4.37 hours in the revised-baseline-increase-arrival scenario to 3.16 hours in the Period 3 policy scenario, and the 6-hour service level is reduced from 18.60% to 9.41%. The large reduction in the daily waiting times is mainly because of our assumption that the AM-admitted and PM-admitted ED-GW patients have different LOS distributions. This assumption is supported by our empirical study at NUH; see Section 4.3 of the main paper which shows that the mean LOS of AM-admitted ED-GW patients is about 1 day less than the mean LOS of PM-admitted patients across all specialties. After the Period 3 early discharge, more morning arrivals can be admitted before noon instead of waiting till the afternoon, and they become AM-admitted patients. As a result, the LOS is reduced and eventually the system utilization is reduced. We further verify this argument in the next section.
Impact of the five policies without the AM/PM difference in LOS
In this section, we assume that the AM-admitted ED-GW patients have the same LOS distributions as PM-admitted ED-GW patients for each specialty. We do so to eliminate the side effect of reducing LOS and to gain insights into the impact of discharge timing when we evaluate early discharge policies. In all scenarios, the daily arrival rate for ED-GW patients is increased by 7% from the baseline setting. For Policy (ii) to (iv), the constant-mean allocation delay model is used.
Because the AM-admitted patients now have longer average LOS, we adjust the number of servers to create a capacity-constrained setting that has a similar system load as the revised-baselineincrease-arrival scenario introduced in the previous section. All other settings remain the same as in the baseline scenario. We call this scenario, without the difference in LOS distributions between AM-and PM-admitted patients (or AM/PM difference for short), the revised-baseline-noAMPM scenario. Simulation shows the system utilization under this new scenario is 94%. The daily average waiting time and 6-hour service level become 4.38 hours and 19.34%, respectively, which are similar to the values in the revised-baseline-increase-arrival scenario. The hourly waiting time curves under this new scenario are also close to those under the revised-baseline-increase-arrival scenario; see the solid lines in Figure 24 .
We re-evaluate the impact of the five policies without the AM/PM difference in LOS. Figure 24 plots the hourly waiting time curves under these policies. Note that the performance curves under the reduced LOS scenario (i.e., control maximum LOS to be 14 days) are almost identical to those under the increased bed capacity scenario, so we do not plot them in the figure.
Comparing Figure 24 with Figure 23 , we can see that Period 2 policy, increasing capacity, and reducing mean allocation delays show similar impact on the waiting time statistics no matter whether we consider the AM/PM difference in LOS or not. However, Period 3 policy shows a very different impact after we eliminate the AM/PM difference: it approximately flattens the hourly waiting time curves, but has limited impact on reducing the daily waiting time statistics. The daily average waiting time is reduced from 4.38 hours in the revised-baseline-noAMPM scenario to 3.92 hours in the Period 3 policy scenario, and the 6-hour service level is only reduced from 19.34% to 16.18%. This observation is consistent with what we get in Section 6.2 of the main paper.
In addition, we study the impact of the AM/PM difference in LOS when the system is not heavily loaded. We develop a revised-baseline-noAMPM-normal-load scenario by (i) assuming the AM-admitted patients have the same LOS distributions as PM-admitted patients and (ii) adjusting the number of servers to reach a similar system load as in the baseline scenario. Under this scenario, the daily average waiting time and 6-hour service level from simulation estimates are 2.80 hours and 6.27%, respectively, close to the values in the baseline scenario. We re-evaluate the impact of the Figures 16 to 18 of the main paper, we can see that the five policies show similar impact with or without considering the AM/PM difference. In particular, the side effect of reducing LOS brought by the early discharge policy dost not show much impact on the waiting time when the system is not heavily loaded.
Conditions for an early discharge policy to significantly impact the daily waiting time performance
Based on our simulation findings in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we summarize here a few conditions under which an early discharge policy can show a significant impact on the daily waiting time statistics. First, when the LOS of AM-admitted patients is shorter than the LOS of PM-admitted patients, implementing an early discharge policy can reduce LOS in addition to shifting the discharge timing. Therefore, early discharge can significantly affect the system load and reduce the daily waiting time statistics. However, when the AM-and PM-admitted patients have the same LOS distributions, the early discharge policy no longer affects the LOS but only influences the discharge timing. In this case, shifting the discharge timing can flatten the waiting time curve but has limited impact on reducing the daily waiting time statistics. In Section 6.5 of the main paper, we have provided some intuitive explanation for why reducing LOS and shifting discharge timing have different impacts on the daily and hourly waiting time performance.
Second, given that the early discharge policy shows a side effect of reducing LOS, the impact of reducing LOS on the waiting time statistics is significant only when the system is heavily loaded. In the NUH setting, the Period 3 policy shows a limited impact on the daily performance even if we use different LOS distributions for AM-and PM-admitted patients (see Section 6.2 of the main paper). The main reason is that the system load is not high enough in the NUH setting.
Third, in order for an early discharge policy to show a significant side effect of reducing LOS, the discharge timing needs to be early enough. Unlike the Period 3 policy, the Period 2 early discharge policy cannot reduce the daily waiting time statistics much, no matter whether we differentiate between AM-and PM-admitted patients or not. This is because, under the Period 2 policy, the first discharge peak is between 11am and noon. Even after implementing the Period 2 early discharge, most morning arrivals still have to be admitted after noon due to the allocation delays (which on average takes about 2 hours) and the LOS is not effectively reduced.
Finally, we want to point out the need of future research to identify the factors causing the AM/PM difference in LOS. This line of research can help us better understand whether the 1-day difference in the mean LOS between AM-and PM-admitted patients will still exist when more patients are admitted in the morning than what we observed so far. Eventually, this research can help us generate more comprehensive insights into the benefits of early discharge policies and other operational policies.
Additional details for the NUH model and simulation settings
This section contains supplementary details for the baseline NUH model and simulation experiment settings. In Section 4.1, we discuss the adjustments we have made on the server pool setting. In Section 4.2, we discuss how we choose the values for the normal-allocation probability p(t) in the baseline scenario. In Section 4.3, we show that our choices of the warm-up period and the length and number of batches are appropriate for our simulation study. Table 1 of the main paper lists the number of servers and primary specialties for each of the 15 server pools in the baseline NUH model. These numbers of servers and primary specialties are determined in two steps. Recall that each pool in the model corresponds to a ward or a set of similar wards at NUH. In the first step, we set up the primary specialty for each pool based on this correspondence and choose the initial number of servers using NUH's bed capacity at the end of Period 1. Then, we make several adjustments to obtain the final setting listed in Table 1 . Below, we specify these adjustments.
Server pool setting in the NUH model
The first adjustment we have made is to assume that pools 12, 13, and 14 are three overflow server pools. In the model, these three pools only accept patients who have waited beyond the overflow trigger time. Note that these patients may belong to any medical specialties. Thus, these three pools no longer have primary specialties. As to be explained below, the three pools correspond to the three wards at NUH that have Class A or B1 beds, and we obtain the initial number of servers for pools 12-14 based on this relationship. In this adjustment we do not change the number of servers; but we do change how pools 12-14 function in the model. Note that we still need to differentiate the three overflow pools since for different specialties, the priorities when choosing among the three pools are different; see Table 2 in the main paper.
The rationale of using the three overflow server pools is that Class A/B1 wards at NUH operate differently from other wards. At NUH, beds have different classes: Patients staying at Class A/B1 beds share a room with 0-3 other patients; staying at these beds are expensive. Patients staying at Class B2 or C beds have to share a room with 5-7 other patients; staying at these beds are much cheaper due to the heavy subsidy from government for these two classes of beds (see [5] for the current price list). The majority of the patients at NUH intend to stay in a Class B2 or C bed. In general, they do not receive a free upgrade to Class A/B1 beds even if there is no Class B2/C bed available. Only when Class B2/C beds are in severe shortage, NUH may overflow (upgrade) patients to Class A/B1 beds to avoid extremely long wait. Based on this practice, we create the three overflow server pools to capture such "admission control" phenomenon. This adjustment can also partly compensate for the deficiency that we are currently not able to explicitly model bed classes due to data unavailability. Later in Section 5.2, we will see that if we do not make this adjustment but assume Class A/B1 beds can admit any patients immediately without any wait, the waiting time performance and overflow proportion cannot match the empirical estimates.
The second adjustment is that we re-allocate some servers from the Orthopedic, Renal, GastroEndo, and Orthopedic/Surgery pools (pools 2, 4, 7, 10) into the three overflow server pools. Thus, the number of servers in the overflow pools are larger than the actual number of Class A/B1 beds, and the number of servers in pools 2, 4, 7, 10 are less than the actual capacity. This re-allocation is to capture the unusually high overflow proportion in the Orthopedic, Renal and Gastro-Endo wards; see empirical evidence in Section 2.3 ( Figure 8 ) of [7] . According to the NUH staff, one possible reason for such high overflow proportion is that the hospital tends to "reserve" some capacity in these wards, so that when a patient waits (or is expected to wait) too long, he or she can be overflowed to the reserved capacity. In a way, this practice is similar to the admission control phenomenon we discussed above for Class A/B1 wards. Therefore, we re-allocate these capacities to the three overflow pools in the model.
Note that there is no data for us to directly estimate how many beds we should re-allocate from one pool to another. The final setting in Table 1 is obtained through trial-and-error experiments so that the waiting time statistics from simulation are close to the empirical estimates for each specialty.
The last adjustment we have made is to reduce the number of servers in certain pools. The reason is that the bed capacity at NUH had increased in Period 1, while our basis to choose the initial number of servers for each pool is the bed capacity at the end of Period 1. Thus, these initial numbers overestimate the average capacity during the entire Period 1. The major reductions in the number of servers are done for Cardiology and Respiratory pools (pool 6, 9, and 11), because the actual increase in the bed capacity for these two specialties was the largest during Period 1. Minor reductions in the number of servers are done for some other pools. Again, there is no detailed data for us to directly estimate the reduction, and we have used simulation experiments to determine the final pool setting.
The normal-allocation probability p(t)
Recall from Section 3.4 in the main paper that, when a patient makes a bed-request at time t and there is no primary bed available at the time, we assume that with probability p(t) the allocation mode for the patient is the normal-allocation mode, meaning this patient will wait until a bed is available before starting to experience the pre-allocation delay. In this section, we explain the rationale for using p(t) given in Equation (2) of the main paper. Consistent with the notation in the main paper, we use h(t) = 24 · (t − floor(t)) to denote the time-of-day for the bed-request time t. We use hour as the time unit for h(t), and day for t.
First, the choice of p(t) = 1 for h(t) between 8am and 12 noon is consistent with the current practice at NUH. In order to do a forward allocation, the planned discharge information should be available. Most wards do the morning rounds at about 9-11am, and nurses would only know which patients will be discharged after finishing the rounds. Thus, BMU typically receives the planned discharge information when the time is close to noon.
Second, for h(t) between 2pm and 8pm, we usep(i) to empirically estimate p(t) for each hour i between 2pm and 8pm. For all ED-GW patients (in the NUH data) whose bed-request time falls within hour i, we definep(i) aŝ
# of patients whose allocation-completion time > bed-available time # of patients whose bed is not available at bed-request time .
Here, the denominator consists of the patients whose allocated bed is not available at the bed-request time, i.e., these patients have waited for a bed to become available after their bed requests. The patients included in the numerator correspond approximately to normal allocations in the model. Based on the empirical estimates, we set p(t) = .5 between 2pm and 8pm. Section 9.2 of the Companion paper [3] explains why patients in the numerator correspond to normal allocations and why we can use (1) to estimate p(t) in certain time intervals. Third, our empirical analysis also shows that, between 8pm and 6am the next day, there are very few (fewer than 15 each hour) normal allocations, suggesting p(t) is close to zero. Therefore, we set p(t) = 0 for h(t) between 8pm and 6am the next day.
Fourth, during each of the remaining time intervals of a day, (6, 8] or (12, 2], we estimate p(t) by interpolating its values in the neighboring intervals to avoid sudden changes of p(t). The actual values of p(t) in these two intervals are obtained by trial-and-error so that the simulation estimates can approximately replicate the empirical waiting time performance.
We realize that, despite our best efforts, our choice of p(t) is still ad hoc. Therefore, we have conducted a sensitivity analysis of the choice of p(t) in Section 2.4.
The warm-up period and the length and number of batches
In each simulation experiment, we simulate for a total of 10 6 days, and divide the simulation output into 10 batches. The performance measures are calculated by averaging the last 9 batches, with the first batch discarded to eliminate transient effects. This simulation setting is justified as below.
First, we follow the standard procedures in the literature to observe the moving average plot [4] and determine the warm-up period. We run n = 5 replications of the baseline scenario (5-10 replications are recommended choices in the literature), with each replication running for m = 10 5 days. We define Y ji be the ith observation from the jth replication, where the ith observation can be a chosen performance measure on day i, e.g., the daily average buffer size or average number of busy servers on day i. LetȲ i = The time-window w is chosen through experiments, so that we can both observe the initial transient effects and have a reasonably smooth plot after the system converges to steady state. Figure 26 shows the moving average plots for the daily average buffer size and average number of busy servers. We chose w = 500 for the buffer size plot and w = 100 for the busy server plot. It is clear that before 10 4 days, the sequence of {Ȳ i (w)} appears to have converged, indicating our choice of 10 5 days as the warm-up period is more than enough.
Second, Figure 27 compares the hourly waiting time statistics from each of the last nine batches under the baseline scenario (the warm-up batch is excluded), and each batch contains a total of 10 5 days. It is clear from the figure that the waiting time curves from the 9 batches are very close to each other, suggesting (i) the system is running in the steady state; and (ii) the choice of the number of batches and length of each batch is appropriate to produce a tight confidence interval for the reported batch means. Table 1 below reports the the confidence intervals for the batch means of the hourly average waiting time and the hourly 6-hour service level. For comparison, the confidence intervals of the corresponding empirical hourly waiting time statistics are also reported in the table. Table 3 in the main paper reports the confidence intervals for the batch means of the daily and specialty-level average waiting times and 6-hour service levels.
Additional discussion on the overflow proportion
Besides ED-GW patient's waiting time, the overflow proportion is one of the performance measures of interest to us and is monitored closely at NUH. This section provides more discussions on the overflow proportions. In Section 5.1, we discuss a few factors that have contributed to the challenge of reproducing the empirical overflow proportions with our proposed model. These factors include the server pool setting and the simplified overflow policy. To ensure that our insights are robust in these two factors, in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we conduct sensitivity analyses under alternative serverpool settings and overflow policies. Finally, in Section 5.4, we provide some intuition on why early discharge policies show limited impact on overflow proportions as seen in Section 6 of the main paper. Table 1 : Simulation and empirical estimates of the waiting time statistics for ED-GW patients requesting beds in each hour of the day. The simulation estimates are from simulating the baseline scenario, and the empirical estimates are from Period 1 data. The numbers in the parentheses are for the 95% confidence interval of the corresponding value. The confidence intervals for the simulation output are calculated following the batch mean method [4] ; the confidence intervals for the empirical statistics are calculated with the standard deviations and sample sizes from the actual data.
Factors affecting the overflow proportion
In this section, we discuss five factors that contribute to the challenges of fully reproducing the empirical overflow proportions. Passive and intentional overflow. First, our model does not capture all overflow events happened at NUH. There are two kinds of overflow events in practice, which are triggered by different factors: passive overflow is triggered to avoid excessively long waiting times, while intentional overflow is triggered by other reasons such as medical needs. An example for an intentional overflow is that a General Medicine patient with a potential heart problem is overflowed to a Cardiology ward for telemetry care. See similar descriptions on intentional overflow in [8] . Our model captures passive overflow but not intentional overflow, whereas the empirical estimates include both overflow events. (Note that it is difficult to differentiate between passive overflow and intentional overflow from the data we currently have.) As a result, the empirical overflow proportions can be higher than the simulation estimates from our model.
Bed classes. Second, as elaborated in Section 4.1, NUH has various bed classes that can constrain bed assignments and affect the overflow proportion. Due to data unavailability we do not model bed classes in the present study. Instead, we use three overflow server pools to represent the wards having Class A/B1 beds. However, we do not expect such adjustment can fully capture the NUH operations.
Shared wards. Third, our model assumes the shared server pools have complete flexibility, i.e., each bed in such a pool can serve a patient from any primary specialty. In practice, however, complete flexibility is impossible in the shared wards, as indicated by the empirical study at NUH [3] . This complete flexibility in our model can reduce the occurrence of overflow events. For example, Neurology and General Medicine specialities share a ward (Ward 53 at NUH, corresponding to server pool 1 in the model). From the baseline simulation, Neurology patients constitute 29% of all primary admissions to the shared server pool. However, this proportion is only 18% in Period 1 from the empirical data. This low proportion suggests that sometimes a Neurology patient may not be able to be admitted to the shared ward even if a bed is available there. In this case, the Neurology patient could be overflowed to other wards in practice, but such an overflow does not occur in our model. As a result, the overflow proportions estimated from our model can be lower than the empirical estimates.
Other constraints in the bed allocation. Fourth, there are many other constraints that are considered in the real bed allocation process but not in our model, such as patient gender and infectious diseases. These constraints can also make the simulation estimates of overflow proportions lower than the empirical estimates. For example, in practice, when a female Surgery patient requests a bed but only a surgery bed for male is available, this patient might have to be overflowed to a Medicine bed. However, in our model, this patient will not be overflowed since the model does not differentiate between patient genders. Similarly, NUH generally does not put non-infectious patients in the same room with infectious patients.
Simplified overflow policy. Finally, the simple overflow policy used in the baseline model also prevents us from perfectly reproducing the overflow proportion. In practice, the overflow decision is extremely complicated, subjective, and often relies on individual patient's medical condition. In fact, there is no consistent guideline of how to overflow patients at NUH. The overflow policy we have used in the baseline is only a rough approximation of the practice we understand from NUH. We do not expect it to fully capture all overflow decisions at NUH.
In summary, the model we proposed in the main paper does not incorporate many constraints in the real practice at NUH. Given that our model is calibrated for the waiting time performance (see discussion in Section 5.1 of the main paper), not for the overflow proportions, we should not expect our model to perfectly reproduce the overflow proportions. Still, the fact that overflow proportions from our simulation estimates turn out to be fairly close to the empirical estimates provides further confidence for our proposed model. In the next two sections, we conduct sensitivity analysis on the server pool setting and overflow polices to test the robustness of the insights generated in Section 6 of the main paper.
Sensitivity analysis on the server pool setting
Recall that each of the 15 server pools in our model corresponds to one or a set of similar wards at NUH, and we adjust the number of servers in the baseline model because the bed capacity had been increasing at NUH in Period 1. To understand how server pool setting affects the waiting time performance and overflow proportion, we test two alternative server pool settings in this section. We keep all other settings the same as in the baseline scenario.
In the first alternative setting, we no longer adjust the number of servers but directly use the number of beds at the end of Period 1 as the model input. Moreover, we do not assume any overflow wards. The three server pools with indexes 12-14, which were the three overflow wards in the baseline model (see Table 1 in the main paper), now operate as shared server pools. Based on their correspondence to the actual wards at NUH, they are designated to serve patients from Medicine and Cardiology (pool 12), Surgery, Orthopedic, and Oncology (pool 13), and General Medicine and Surgery (pool 14), respectively.
Since we do not adjust the number of servers in the first alternative setting, we need to increase the arrival rate to make the daily waiting times from simulation close to the empirical estimates; otherwise, the system utilization becomes too low because we use the bed capacity at the end of Period 1 (which is larger than the average capacity of Period 1). We increase the volume of arrival rate, uniformly across all specialties and admission sources, by 12%.
In the second alternative setting, we also directly use the number of beds at the end of Period 1 and increase the arrival volumes by 12%. However, we make two more adjustments. First, pools 12-14 are kept as overflow wards (as in the baseline setting). Second, we redistribute some servers from Orthopedic, Gastroenterology, and Renal pools to pools 12-14 to reflect the higher overflow rates in these wards from the empirical study; this is similar to the adjustment we made in the baseline setting. Comparing to the baseline model, in this setting, we increase the arrival volume to accommodate the changing capacity in Period 1 instead of reducing the number of servers in certain pools.
Waiting time and overflow proportions
We call the scenario using the first alternative server-pool setting (no overflow wards) the revisedbaseline-pool1 scenario. Similarly, we call the scenario using the second alternative server-pool setting the revised-baseline-pool2 scenario. In the two revised baseline scenarios, only the server pool setting is changed; all other settings remains the same as in the baseline scenario. Figure 28 compares the waiting time performance under the baseline scenario, the revisedbaseline-pool1 scenario, and the revised-baseline-pool2 scenario. From the figure we can see that the waiting time performance under the revised-baseline-pool2 scenario is almost identical to that in the baseline scenario. However, under the revised-baseline-pool1 scenario, the waiting time curves appear to be flatter, i.e., the gap between the highest hourly average and daily average is smaller than that under the baseline scenario. This difference mainly comes from the effect of the overflow wards: these wards create more flexible capacity during the night, but accept very few patients in the morning under the given overflow policy (i.e., aggressive overflow during the night and conservative overflow during the day time). Thus, when overflow wards exist, the waiting time is shorter during the night but longer during the day, resulting in less flattened waiting time curves under the settings we have tested.
Moreover, the overflow proportion under the revised-baseline-pool1 scenario is only 4.81%, much lower than the empirical estimates (26.95%). In contrast, the overflow proportion under the revisedbaseline-pool2 scenario is 19.07%, closer to that under the baseline scenario (21.70%) and the empirical estimates. This indicates that the adjustments we have done on the server pool setting, i.e., using the three overflow wards to mimic the admission control to Class A/B1 wards and redistributing some servers from Orthopedic, Gastroenterology, and Renal pools in the baseline scenario, are reasonable. Details of the adjustments are in Section 4.1.
Evaluation of five operational policies on the waiting time performance
In Section 6 of the main paper, we have gained various insights by evaluating five operational policies in the baseline server pool setting. To understand the robustness of these insights, we evaluate the five polices under each of the alternative server-pool settings. Figure 29 plots the hourly waiting time performance curves of four policies under the first alternative server-pool setting. In this figure, the curve corresponding to the Period 2 policy is simulated from a scenario that is identical to the revised-baseline-pool1 scenario except that the Period 1 discharge policy in the revised-baselinepool1 scenario is replaced by the Period 2 discharge policy. Curves corresponding to other policies are obtained similarly. For comparison, we also plot the curve under the revised-baseline-pool1 scenario. Figure 30 plots the hourly waiting time performance curves for these four policies under the second alternative server-pool setting. Note that in each of the two alternative server-pool settings, the performance curves corresponding to the reduced LOS scenario are almost identical to those corresponding to the increased bed capacity scenario, and we do not plot them in the figures.
From these figures, we can see that the insights we gained in Section 6 of [2] still hold under the two alternative server-pool settings. First, Period 2 policy has limited impact on reducing Hourly waiting time statistics under the revised-baseline-pool1 scenario and scenarios with (i) Period 2 policy, (ii) Period 3 policy, (iii) 10% bed capacity increase, and (iv) reduce mean allocation delays. In all scenarios, the server pool settings are the same, i.e., we assume there is no overflow wards and arrival volume is increased by 12%. For Policy (ii) to (iv), the constant-mean allocation delay model is used.
or flattening the waiting time statistics for ED-GW patients, whereas the hypothetical Period 3 policy can stabilize the hourly waiting time curves but has limited impact on the daily waiting time statistics. Second, increasing capacity, reducing LOS, or reducing mean allocation delays can reduce the daily waiting time statistics, but these policies alone do not necessarily stabilize the hourly waiting time performance.
Sensitivity analysis on the overflow policy
In the baseline scenario, we assume the overflow policy is fixed, and we focus on evaluating the early discharge policy and other policies under the given overflow policy. Clearly, the choice of overflow policy can greatly impact the waiting time performance; see Figure 11 and Figure 15 in the main paper for an example. As explained in Section 5.1, it is unlikely that one can model the actual overflow decisions at NUH exactly. Given this, we now test several alternative overflow policies for sensitivity analysis. Again, we keep all other settings unchanged from the baseline scenario.
We first test two extreme overflow policies. The first one is the full-sharing policy, i.e., the overflow trigger time T is always 0 and we overflow patients immediately if no primary bed is available. For the second policy, we assume there is no sharing (T = ∞) during the entire day, except that we do a full-sharing at the end of each day (midnight) to avoid unnecessary overnight waiting (i.e., to avoid the situation that a patient has to wait overnight when there is an overflow bed available). For convenience, we refer to the first policy the T = 0 policy, and the second one the T = ∞ policy. These two policies should produce the upper and lower bounds on the overflow proportion among a class of overflow policies that satisfy the following criterion: at least synchronize the entire system at the end of each day to avoid unnecessary overnight waiting. Note that the baseline overflow policy belongs to this class of overflow policies.
In addition, we test a third overflow policy, which is motivated by the T = ∞ policy and the baseline overflow policy. Under this policy, the overflow trigger time T is equal to 0.2 hour between 7pm and 7am the next day as in the baseline setting, and is equal to ∞ between 7am and 7pm as In all scenarios, the arrival models are the same, i.e., we still keep the overflow wards but increase the arrival volume by 12%. For Policy (ii) to (iv), the constant-mean allocation delay model is used. opposed to 5.0 hours in the baseline setting. We refer to this policy as the T = ∞-modified policy.
Waiting time and overflow proportions
We call the scenario using the T = 0 policy the revised-baseline-T = 0 scenario. Similarly, we call the scenario using the T = ∞ policy and the T = ∞-modified policy the revised-baseline-T = ∞ scenario and the revised-baseline-T = ∞-modified scenario, respectively. In the three revised baseline scenarios, only the overflow policy is changed; all other settings remains the same as in the baseline scenario. Figure 31 compares the waiting time performance under the baseline scenario and these three revised baseline scenarios. From the figure we can see that the waiting time curves under the revisedbaseline-T = 0 scenario and the revised-baseline-T = ∞ scenario act as the lower-and upper-bound for the waiting time curves under the baseline scenario and the revised-baseline-T = ∞-modified scenario. This is expected because more resource sharing in the system leads to shorter waiting time. Moreover, note that the waiting time performance under the revised-baseline-T = ∞-modified scenario is almost identical to that under the baseline scenario.
It is not surprising that the overflow proportion under the revised-baseline-T = 0 scenario is the highest (22.75%), while the overflow proportion under the revised-baseline-T = ∞ scenario is the lowest (20.55%). The overflow proportion under revised-baseline-T = ∞-modified scenario is 21.70%, almost identical to the one under the baseline scenario. It appears that the overflow proportion is not very sensitive to the overflow policies under the settings we tested here.
Evaluation of five operational policies on the waiting time performance
To test the robustness of the insights generated in Section 6 of [2] against overflow policies, we evaluate the five operational policies under each of the three overflow policies introduced at the beginning of Section 5.3. In Figure 32 , we fix the overflow policy to be the T = 0 policy and plot waiting time performance curves corresponding to the four operational polices specified in the figure In the revisedbaseline-T = 0 scenario, a full-sharing T = 0 policy is used; in the revised-baseline-T = ∞ scenario, a T = ∞ policy (no sharing all day, do full-sharing at midnight) is used; and in the revised-baseline-T = ∞-modified scenario, a modified T = ∞ policy is used.
caption. Similar to what we did in Section 5.2, the curve corresponding to the Period 2 policy is obtained by simulating the scenario that is identical to the revised-Baseline-T = 0 scenario except that the Period 1 discharge policy is replaced by the Period 2 discharge policy. Other curves in the figure are produced similarly. In Figure 33 , we fix the overflow policy to be the T = ∞ policy and plot waiting time performance curves. In Figure 34 , we fix the overflow policy to be the T = ∞-modified policy and plot waiting time performance curves. Note that the performance curves under the reduced LOS scenarios are almost identical to those under the increased bed capacity scenarios, and we do not plot them in the figures.
From these figures, we can see that the insights we gained in Section 6 of [2] still hold under the tested alternative overflow policies. Since the performance curves under the T = ∞ policy do not have similar shapes as those under the baseline scenario, we interpret the findings in a slightly different way here. First, the Period 2 early discharge policy shows limited impact on reducing the waiting time statistics. In contrast, the hypothetical Period 3 policy shows a more significant impact on the waiting time performance. In particular, it can significantly reduce the waiting time for patients requesting beds in the morning (between 5am and 11am). Second, increasing capacity, reducing LOS, or reducing mean allocation delays can also help reduce the daily waiting time statistics.
Early discharge policies have limited impact on the overflow proportions
Sections 6.1 and 6.2 of the main paper [2] demonstrate that early discharge policies have a limited impact on reducing the overflow proportion, even under the extreme midnight discharge policy. We provide an intuitive explanation for this observation here.
We consider patients requesting beds in the morning (7am to noon) since early discharge policies mainly affect these patients. In our simulation setting, the overflow trigger time T is long in the morning (T = 5.0 hours from 7am to 7pm). Thus, even in the baseline scenario, primary beds are likely to become available for morning arrivals before their waiting times exceed five hours (recall : Hourly waiting time statistics under the revised-baseline-T = ∞ scenario and scenarios with (i) Period 2 policy, (ii) Period 3 policy, (iii) 10% bed capacity increase, and (iv) reduce mean allocation delays. In all scenarios, the overflow policies are the same, i.e., we use the T = ∞ policy. For Policy (ii) to (iv), the constant-mean allocation delay model is used. In all scenarios, the overflow policies are the same, i.e., we use the modified T = ∞ policy. For Policy (ii) to (iv), the constant-mean allocation delay model is used.
that most discharges start to occur from noon under the baseline Period 1 discharge distribution). In other words, under the given overflow policy, there are already very few morning arrivals overflowed in the baseline scenario. This is also indicated by the observation that the overflow proportion under the baseline overflow policy is very close to that under the T = ∞-modified policy, which do not allow any overflow between 7am and 7pm (see Section 5.3.1). Therefore, although more beds become available in the morning after the early discharge, the overflow proportion will not be affected much.
